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This paper summa.rizes experience a.nd lessons lea.rned in the fra.mework of the MEDAS re
sea.rch project. The MEDAS project was devoted to the elaboration of methodological guidelines 
for the design of communication systems based on the use of FDTs, pa.rticularly LOTOS and 
SDL, a.nd their relationship with object oriented techniques a.nd industrial-strength software 
development methods. 

These guidelines have been evaluated by implementing two case studies. The second of which 
is presented here, focusing the attention on automatic code generation from formal specifications 
and integration of FDTs in the software life cycle and development process used by the industrial 
partner. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In general, FDTs provide an interesting approa.ch to forma.lize the design and implemen
tation of communication systems. They are supported by powerful reasoning frameworks 
that a.llow the assessment of system properties a.nd va.lidation from ea.rly stages in the 
development process. Particularly, both LOTOS [1) a.nd SDL [2) nowadays provide a 
complete a.nd stable notation a.nd theoretica.l foundations, a wide variety of support tools 
a.nd severa.! methodological guidelines that have been proposed to guide their application 
[5, 4). 

Nevertheless, the successful use of FDTs at industrial scale strongly depends on the 
integration of such techniques a.nd associated tools with other software engineering con
ventional methods and development environments. 

The line of research pointed out above was started in the framework of the MEDAS 1 

project [9). The main goa.l of the project is the elaboration of methodologica.l guidelines 
for the design of communica.tion systems based on the use of FDTs a.nd its relationship 
with object oriented techniques a.nd industria.l-strength software development methods. 
These guidelines have been eva.luated through the implementation of two case studies in 

*This work has been partly sponsored by the Spanish Research Agency CDTI under contract #900120, 
within the MEDAS Project. 
1 MEDAS, in Spanish, stands for Advanced Methodology for Communications System Development 

D. Hogrefe et al. (eds.), Formal Description Techniques VII
© IFIP International Federation for Information Processing 1995
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a controlled industrial environment, paying special attention to the integration of FDTs 
in the conventional software life cycle and development process used at Telefonica I+D2 • 

The implementation of these case studies has been accomplished through semiautomatic 
code generation from LOTOS and SDL formal specifications. For this task we have 
used a LOTOS environment developed at DIT-UPM 3 (8, 7] and the SDT4 development 
environment for SDL. 

2. THE CASE STUDY: GOALS AND DESCRIPTION 

A. common approach to validate a new methodology from the industrial standpoint 
consists in developing pilot projects as similar as possible to those usually developed in 
the company's specific application domain. That is, controlled developments clase to 
other products developed in the company that can be carried out without the pressure 
and rigid schedule of the latter. 

With this purpose two case studies have been developed within the MEDAS project. 
The first, an interworking gateway between SS1 and SS7 ISDN signalling systems, has 
represented a medium complexity exploratory experience of FDTs capability for the de
velopment of real products (10]. The second one, an Interworking Unit between IEEE 
802.x LANs and X.25-based networks, is a much more complex development aimed at 
running on a real platform that allowed us to evaluate severa! aspects not thoroughly 
covered in the first case study. 

This paper summarizes the development of the second case study, because in our opin
ion it represents an advanced experience of industrial-strength communication software 
development based on FDTs, specially in the case of LOTOS, which is a more recent 
notation and, therefore, there is less accumulated industrial experience. 

The case study consisted in the specification, design and implementation of an Inter
working Unit (IWU) that allows users of a local or metropolitan area network to com
municate with subscribers of a X.25 public switched data network (IBERPAC in Spain). 
Figure 1 depicts the general context of the IWU. 

Currently, the IWU implementation runs on a computer with multilink access to IBER
PAC in a 802.3 LAN environment. It allows users logged in to any host of the local network 
to connect to any subscriber of the IBERPAC network without logging in to the machine 
that actually has the X.25 links. 

As figure 1 shows, the interworking problem has been solved at the data link level, in 
terms of the Open Systems Interconnection Architecture defined by ISO (ISO-OSI model), 
through the development of the following subsystems: 

• A data link level LLC II entity (Logica} Link Control class II), i.e. the IEEE standard 
for the upper data link sublayer. It is responsible for the data link connection 
between the IWU and LAN users that are source or destination of connections 
established with IBERPAC subscribers. 

• A data link level HDLC entity (High-level Data Link Control), i.e. the X.25 CCITT 

2R & D branch of the Spanish PTT 
3Telematic Engineering Department, Technical University of Madrid 
4SDT is a trademark of Telelogic 
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Figure 1. IWU functionality and general context 

recommendation for the data link level interface to public data networks. 

• A bridge entity between the two entities described above, here named RELAY, that 

performs service adaptation between the two concatenated data link layers [11]. 

• A management entity, IWU MANAGER, that may run locally or remotely with 

respect to the IWU on any host in the LAN. It has a X-Window graphical user 

interface offering a wide range of management functions like IWU configuration and 

enabling, entity activation, statistics, status control, etc. 

The LLC and RELAY entities have been developed both using LOTOS and SDL as 

specification language from an object oriented analysis of the system. The RELAY entity 

was also developed using C++ from an object oriented design. On the other hand, the 

IWU MANAGER, is a conventional development based on C/X-Window. Finally, the 

HDLC entity comes from a commercial product. 
To finish this description we would like to highlight that the case study was not aimed at 

implementing a complete industrial product. It was just a vehicle for exploring industry

academia technology transfer mechanisms [3], yet providing a valuable experience on 

industrial application of FDTs. In this sense, and in order to be specific, the main 

technical goals have been the following: 
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• Feasibility study of FDTs integration with methodologies based on the abject ori
entation paradigm. 

• Non-functional requirements analysis not well covered by FDTs: generated code 
optimization, performance, FDT-based maintenance, etc. 

• Smooth integration of methodologies based on formal methods and the development 
process model defined by Telefonica I+D. 

• Interoperability with conventional developments and commercial products and inter
changeability of subsystems that have been developed following different paradigms. 

3. PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

One of the requirements expressed in the introduction is the integration of a FDT-based 
development process into a conventionallife cycle. In our case the framework was stated 
by the preexistent life cycle currently in use at Telefonica I+D. This is a conventionallife 
cycle with emphasis on the testing and implementation phases. 

Telefonica I+D's life cycle does not preclude the use of any specific method in the anal
ysis and design phases. However, interest in object oriented techniques at the company 
level drove our attention towards the compatibility of object oriented techniques with 
FDTs. Additionally, Telefonica I+D was considering the introduction of new software 
techniques controlling their impact in the preexistent development life cycle and man
agement procedures. As a consequence, neither all software products should be designed 
with the exclusive use of a single FDT nor all components should be developed with 
FDT technology. This twofold perspective implied the need to evaluate the following as
pects: interoperability between software components developed from different paradigms 
(SDL, LOTOS or C++ in our case) and between commercial software products, and 
interchangeability of components implemented from different techniques. 

As a result, the development process used to implement this case study was defined 
in order to maximize concurrency for activities carried out by different working groups 
and, at the same time, ensure the interoperability and interchangeability goals expressed 
above. Figure 2 depicts IWU development planning and concurrent activities. 

We would like to emphasize two different aspects: the use of incremental prototyp
ing as a risk resolution strategy during development, and the agreement on a common 
architecture and interfaces before starting the work in parallel. 

The analysis phase started from inputs commonly found in telecommunication products: 
international standards, user requirements, MEDAS documents and previous experience 
taken from other case studies. This phase was supported by Rumbaugh's object-oriented 
methodology (OMT [12]). 

Architectural design was one of the most critica! phases of the development. Its main 
purpose was to decompose the IWU into subsystems and to define their interfaces. Due to 
the need for common and visible interfaces between subsystems, XDR/RPC5 were chosen 
for interface description and entity dialog model respectively. Figure 3 represents the high 
level architectural design where three main subsystems can be identified: Management 

5eXternal Data Representation/Remote Procedure Caii 
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Figure 2. IWU development phases 
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unit, RELAY and LLC. The HDLC subsystem was not implemented due to commercial 
products availability and the need of interoperability test with externa! packages; however, 
a specific API was developed to link it to the RELAY. 

Starting from the system architecture, severa! groups began working in parallel: 

• The LOTOS group was responsible for developing the LLC and RELAY subsystems 
from LOTOS specification up to implementation through semi-automatic code gen
eration. 

• The SDL group was responsible for developing LLC and RELAY subsystems from 
SDL specification up to implementation through semi-automatic code generation. 

• The C++ group was responsible for developing the RELA Y subsystem directly from 
the high level architecture through an object-oriented design based on OMT. 

In the case of the LLC subsystem (the most complex component), SDL and LOTOS 
groups approached the final required functionality in two incremental steps. lnitially 
only connectionless procedures of IEEE 802.2 were considered. Then, after validating 
its functionality, the subsystem was extended with connection-oriented procedures. This 
strategy allowed us to derive a rapid working prototype of an LLC subsystem capable to 
interwork with hardware resources (in our case, a LAN interface driver) and, therefore, 
reducing one of the major risks of our development. It is also important to notice that the 
effort spent in the first prototype was not lost since more than 90% of the first prototype 
was reused in the final LLC subsystem. 

The Management subsystem was also developed incrementally. A first management 
unit was included in the first prototype and a more complex one in the final demo. 

The integration phase was addressed under different perspectives. Due to the modular 
nature of the system under development and the availability of severa! subsystems with the 
same functionality, many combinations are possible. At least three integrated products 
were demonstrated: an all-SDL IWU, an all-LOTOS IWU and a mixed LOTOS-SDL
C++IWU. 

It is evident that we are not claiming that this multiple development approach should 
be used in general. Here, duplication of activities and effort (i.e. the development of the 
same subsystem using two or three different techniques) were aimed at demonstrating 
interoperability and interchangeability. 

Usually, FDT experiences don't take into account management aspects of the devel
opment. Version control and configuration management are keystone techniques to cope 
with the complexity of managing large developments. Telefonica I+D is currently using a 
sophisticated software configuration management package from AT&T in their products 
that allowed us to automate version and release management, change control and system 
huilding for LOTOS and SDL specifications. 

4. FORMAL SYSTEM SPECIFICATION 

Formal specification focussed on the LLC and RELA Y subsystems identified during the 
architecture phase. Each subsystem is described in terms of: (a) its externa! interfaces in 
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RPCL /XD R, and (b) a. collection of messa.ge sequence cha.rts showing its ba.sic intera.ctions 
with the rema.ining subsystems. 

This section is intended to describe the structures of the LOTOS a.nd SDL specifica.tions. 
Empha.sis is given to the LLC subsystem since it is the most complex and, therefore, 
a.ppropria.te to illustra.te a.nd compare the solution given for its formal specifica.tion in 
both FDTs. First, we describe the voca.bula.ry introduced in IEEE to describe an LLC 
entity. Then, we give deta.iled descriptions of the specifica.tions. 

IEEE standard 802.2 describes the opera.tion of the LLC entity a.s a. dyna.mic and 
hierarchica.l structure of three types of componenta: the Station Component is responsible 
for processing the events which a.ffect the entire LLC entity, the Link Service Access Point 
{SAP) Component is responsible for processing the events which a.ffect a. specific opera.ting 
service a.ccess point, a.nd the Connection Component is responsible for processing the 
events which a.ffect a. specific da.ta. link connection for connection-oriented procedures. 

The previous components are hierarchically rela.ted; i.e., the Sta.tion Component is the 
parent of the SAP Component, which in turn is the parent of the Connection Component. 
We ha.ve extended this structure in order to include management entities for all the 
componenta but ma.inta.ining the conforma.nce with respect to the standard. 

A common problem to be solved in both FDTs is how to ma.p XDR da.ta. types to ACT 
ONE, which is the a.bstra.ct da.ta. type langua.ge used by SDL and LOTOS. In general, 
any XDR da.ta. type ca.n be ea.sily ma.pped to an equivalent ACT ONE a.bstra.ct da.ta. type 
(ADT). However, the use of predefined ADTs in SDL, such a.s natural numbers, strings, 
structures or vectors, simplifies the da.ta. specifica.tions in SDL systems. In the ca.se of 
LOTOS, all XDR da.ta. types needed to be formally specified a.s complete ADTs including 
equa.tions. 

4.1. LOTOS specification 
The LOTOS specifica.tion of the LLC subsystem is a.bout twenty thousands LOTOS 

lines tha.t ha.ve produced a.bout ninety thousa.nds lines of C code, counting ha.nd coded 
a.nd a.utoma.tically genera.ted code. This represents an effort close to some developments 
usua.lly ta.ckled by the software development industry, a.nd thus presenting some of the 
human and technical coordina.tion problems so common in software engineering. 

Early sta.ges of a. development cycle can be cha.ra.cterized by a. succession of tentative 
descriptions of the subsystems tha.t form the architecture of the system under development 
a.nd their intera.ction structure. These descriptions are intended to be a.bstra.ct in the sense 
of not going into deta.ils irreleva.nt from the architectural viewpoint. These deta.ils can be 
dealt with in la.ter sta.ges in the development cycle, generally by successive refinements. 

Gra.phical or visual la.ngua.ges are usually the most suita.ble for this purpose, specially 
when the langua.ge elements ha.ve a. direct rela.tionship with the architectura.l elements 
tha.t are handled. This a.dva.nta.ge is even more interesting when it is possible to auto
mate (a.t lea.st partia.lly) the process of code deriva.tion from gra.phica.l descriptions of the 
architecture. 

By the time the MEDAS project started, there wa.s no gra.phical nota.tion a.va.ila.ble 
tha.t could be used with this purpose, a.nd textual LOTOS is not the most suita.ble wa.y of 
interchanging design informa.tion and communica.ting solutions to project ma.na.gers. In 
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order to bridge this gap, a visuallanguage called PTD6 (6] was developed at DIT. This 
language allows to describe in a graphical form the architecture and a tool synchronization 
structure of a LOTOS-based development and automatically generates a textual LOTOS 
skeleton from the graphical design. In the remaining of the paper PTD diagrams will be 
used to illustrate LOTOS descriptions. PTD diagrams are quite intuitive, so it will not 
be necessary a more precise description of the language. 

The conceptual framework provided by the 802.2 standard and the LLC entity inter
action interface defined inside the MEDAS project were the starting points for the LLC 
LOTOS specification. This interface consists of three interaction points (gates): LLC, 
MAC and MGMT; where events are exchanged with upper (network) layer entities, mac 
sublayer and the management entity respectively. Using LOTOS notation, this general 
interface has the following form: 

GATE? sap: SAP ?prim: PRIMITIVE ?param: PARAMETERS; 

That is, events will occur at the gate that represents the corresponding interaction 
point. These will be associated to a specific service access point and primitives and their 
corresponding parameters will be exchanged. 

To finish this short description of the interface, just comment that each gate has been 
duplicated in order to distinguish incoming and outgoing directions. 

Figure 4 shows the basic PTD structure for the LLC entity, where processes for station 
and SAP componenta can be appreciated. 

1/c_in,llc_out, mgmUn, mgmt.out 1/c_in,llc_out, mgmLin. mgmLout 

Figure 4. Basic topology of the LLC entity 

Nevertheless, the diagram shown in figure 4 is not sufficient as a starting design for 
a complete implementation that must include management procedures such as station 
enabling and disabling, SAP activation and deactivation, keeping global configuration 
parameters, statistics, etc. 

Figure 5 depicts a more complete diagram, where the process stat-mgmt is instantiated 
as manager of a disabled station and after receiving the corresponding management prim
itives turns into an enabled station (station), the registered group of SAPs (lsaps) and 
the station manager itself. This group of processes may be disabled again on request of 
the management entity to turn again into the original stat-mgmt process. 

6PTD stands for Process Topology Diagrams 
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macjn, mac_out 

l llc_in, Dc_out, mgmUn, mgmLout 1 

Figure 5. PTD diagram for the station component 

A new refinement step on the PTD of figure 5 produces the diagram shown in figure 6. 
The figure details the interna! structure of the process lsaps. This PTD follows the same 
structure already described for the station component, to which has been added a default 
SAP ( lsap-de/) to deal with messages sent to unknown or non-active SAPs . 

.... _ .. ...._ ... 

Figure 6. PTD diagram for the SAP component 

Figure 7 depicts a constraint-oriented decomposition of the SAP component, i.e. it 
is specified as a conjunction of separate constraints either in the form of a logical and 
(synchronized processes) or in the form of a logical or (interleaved processes). In the 
figure, a service access point is represented as a conjunction of the constraints imposed 
by service (llc-service) and protocol (llc-protocoQ specifications. In turn, llc-service is 
a combination of three independent services: data link service, management and MAC 
sublayer service. Finally, the protocol is a conjunction of connectionless procedures and 
connection-oriented procedures. Instances of the process type-2-proc correspond to the 
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connection component described in the IEEE standard. 

ALL 

bap 

··---/1~ "'--~MAC_in] 

... __.. ---- ---- ."._l....,PIWC 

_ _. __ 

Figure 7. Constraint-oriented decomposition of the SAP component 

There exists another LOTOS component not described yet in the PTDs shown in pre
vious figures that plays an important role and links specification and implementation 
phases. It is the external interface, i.e. a little LOTOS process on which annotations7 

are written in order to derive the implementation with the aid of a LOTOS compiler. We 
will go into details on this aspect in section 5. 

4.2. SDL specification 
This section describes the main design principles that guided the SDL specifications of 

the LLC and RELAY subsystems. Even though both specifications have many aspects 
in common, we applied different design criteria in order to assess their impact on the 
formal specification and the subsequent implementation. The specifications of the LLC 
and RELAY subsystems are about 4K and 1.5K SDL lines and resulted in about thirty 
five thousands and twelve thousands lines of C code. 

Firstly, the RPCL/XDR interfaces of each subsystem need tobe described in SDL. This 
can be performed as follows: 

1. adapt the operational interfaces of RPCL/XDR to the SDL asynchronous commu
nication model. 

An operational interface is modeled in SDL as a communication channel. In order to 
adapt the synchronous communication model of RPC to the asynchronous commu
nication model of SDL, each service primitive is decoupled into two signals, which 
correspond to the service invocation event and the service response event. These 
signals are communicated asynchronously between the SDL system and the envi
ronment through the communication channel associated to the interface. Therefore, 
a unique invocation identifier is required to both signal parameter lists in order to 
relate service response events to service invocation events. 

2. mapping XDR data types onto ACT ONE. 

7 Annotations are additional implementation information provided to the compiler in a procedural 
language 
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Some XDR data types (i.e. byte, union and variable length vector) have not been 
formally specified in ACT ONE due to the difficulty to describe them in terms of 
predefined SDL types. lnstead, these data types are directly implemented in the 
target programming language through annotations in the specifica.tion. This type 
of annotations are typically supported by commercial SDL tools. 

Secondly, a high level SDL process structure needs to be defined. Both, LLC and RE
LA Y subsystems, have in common the need to handle multiple simultaneous connections 
that are established and released dynamically. A single connection is, basically, a finite 
state machine and, thus, can be naturally modeled as a. dynamic SDL process. A common 
problem found in SDL specifications with dynamic processes is the addressing of input 
signals from the environment to the SDL system. 

In the case of the LLC subsystem, the SDL system uses implicit addressing mechanisms. 
As it is shown in figure 8 the SDL block is decomposed into two types of SDL processes: 
protocol processes and interface processes. The motivation behind this decomposition 
is to minimize the dependencies of the environment with respect to the interna! process 
structure of the SDL system. Protocol processes model the behaviour of a.n LLC entity as 
defined in the IEEE standard. There is one protocol process for each component identified 
in IEEE 802.2: station component (Station) service access point component (SAP) and 
connection component (Connection). It is important to notice that processes SAP and 
Connection are dynamically instantiated and destroyed during the opera.tion of the LLC 
subsystem. On the other hand, interface processes are responsible for addressing the SDL 
input signals received on a given subsystem interface (i.e. operation invocation events) 
to the addressed SDL process. There exists one interfa.ce process for each subsystem 
interface: management interface (Mgmt), upper layer interface (Network) and lower layer 
interface (MAC). For example, process MAC addresses the incoming data link PDUs to 
the process SAP that handles all data traffic to the addressed service access point. In 
turn, the latter forwards data link PDUs of the connection oriented procedures of IEEE 
802.2 to the addressed data link connection. This type of process structure does not 
impose any special requirement on the environment but requires that the specification 
be responsible for addressing input signals to SDL processes, resulting in specifications 
which are more complex and more difficult to read due to the increased interchange of 
signals among SDL processes. 

In the case of the RELAY subsystem, the SDL specification uses explicit addressing 
mechanisms. This solution imposes constrains on the environment, since it has to know 
the interna! process structure of the SDL system, in particular, it has to keep track of 
the dynamic instantiation and creation of SDL processes. On the other hand, the SDL 
specification does not require interface processes to perform the addressing functions. The 
process structure of the SDL system modeling the RELAY subsystem is shown in figure 8. 

The SDL block is decomposed into two protocol processes, corresponding to the station 
component ( RLT ..Station) and the interconnection component ( RLT_/nterconnection). 
Process RLT Jnterconnection performs bridging functions between two data link connec
tions on both sides of the IWU, and it is instantiated dynamically. There exists also an 
interface process with the management subsystem (RLY __Mgmt). 

From the point of view of validating the SDL system, our experience indicates that 
explicit addressing of in put signals from the environment facilitates the simulation of the 
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Figure 8. SDL process structure of the LLC and RELAY subsystems 

SDL specification due to the increased controlla.bility and observability of the SDL system. 
It a.lso ma.kes possible to start the simula.tion early since the a.ddressing of input signa.ls 
does not ha. ve to be forma.lly specified as part of the SD L system. However, from the point 
of view of implementing the SDL system, the first a.pproach reduces the requirements on 
the environment a.nd, therefore, facilitatea the rapid derivation of executable prototypes. 

5. IMPLEMENTATION 

IWU implementation was carried out using a. distributed environment based on RPCs. 
As shown in figure 3 the IWU is composed of RPCs interconnected modules ea.ch imple
menting both the server and the client pa.rtners. Ea.ch module have been implemented 
using different FDTs a.pproaches (basica.lly LOTOS, SDL) and non formal a.pproa.ches (C 
and C++). 

Interfa.ces for modules were previously defined using the XDR/RPCL IDL (Interfa.ce 
Description Language) so it will be possible to pick any implementation to build a. mix 
approa.ch IWU a.s shown in figure 9. 

Data. types used in the interfaces were specified in XDR in the early development phases. 
In spite that both FDTs used ACT ONE for the abstract data. types, ea.ch one defines its 
own syntax; so we needed to make double hand translations since automated tools was 
not ava.ilable. 

In the implementa.tion phase, in LOTOS and SDL, we had problems with the integra.tion 
of automatic generated code from the XDR/RPCL, and the code genera.ted by the FDT 
compilers, for the data. types. The LOTOS compiler, TOPO, and the SDL compiler, SDT, 
make different ma.pping to C, and these ma.ppings are incompatible with the ma.pping from 
XDR to C. Since it is not possible to customize the mapping in these tools, it is necessary 
to write hand code in order to adapt the different automatic generated data definition. 
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SOL LOTOS 
speclfication specification 

Figure 9. Distributed environment 

This situation is usual in distributed systems (RPC, CORBA [13), .. . ). The mapping 
between interface languages and implementation languages is usually standard and/or will 
be standard, but there is not standard mapping between FDT data types and implemen
tation languages. One solution to the problem will be the adaptation of FDT compilers 
to the standard mapping defined for the interface languages. 

5.1. LOTOS 
Introduction of automatic coding of LOTOS formal specifications in the development 

process requires formal specification scope to be defined based not only on application re
quirements, but also on the capabilities of LOTOS and its associated compilers. Features, 
like expressive power or completeness, desirable in the specification phase may ha ve lower 
priority when efficiency is a must. 

For instance, some specification styles like the constrain-oriented are elegant and ex
pressive from the specification viewpoint but become forbidden, for performance reasons, 
when this specification serves as input to automatic implementation. 

Formal specification of one of the subsystems, for instance the LLC of previous section, 
not only has to fulfill the service and the protocol of the standard but also has to define 
how to interwork with its environment. Thus it is necessary to define an implementation 
oriented specification as the file (output from the trade-off between formal specification 
and hand written code) that serves as input to the automatic code generation t ool. In the 
case of a LOTOS based development using TOPO [8), this means a composition of the 
original specification with a new process, hereafter called Environment lnterface, on which 
through annotations (syntactical and semantically defined in TOPO ) the user writes the 
functions needed to communicate with the environment. 

As a view of this environment specification, figure 10 shows the process interface_in 
used by the LLC subsystem to receive incoming primitives followed by a refinement of 
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the procesa llcinterfaceJn used by the LLC to receive RPC primitives from the RELAY. 

procesa interfaca_in [llc_in,mac_in,mqmt_in,TIMER_inl noaxit :
llc interface in[llc in) 1 Il 
mac-interface-in[mac-in) 1 Il 
timer interface in[TIMER in! 

where - - -
procesa llc_interface_in[LLC_in) noexit :• 

hide LLC extern in 
(*1 wait LLC input() J*) 

LLC extern ? lTsap (*ldafault llc lsap() l*l LSAP 
- ? leei (*Jdafault llc-lcei()J*) CEI 

? prim (*ldafault llcJ>rim type ) 1*1: DLPT 
? param (*ldafault llc_prim()J*l DLP; 

LLC in !llsap !leei !prim !param 
I*IC LLC_output (O,success); 1*); 

llc interface in[LLC in) 
enclprcc(* llc_interfaca:in *l 

enclprcc(* interface_in *) 

Figure 10. Environment specification 

In figure 10 the wait annotation is a busy waiting that does not preclude other offerings. 
The function called by this annotation returns TRUE if a primitive from the RELA Y 
has arrived. This, in terms of TOPO semantica, means that the named procesa have 
been chosen. Input data conversion (from rpcgen 8 generated structures to data. types 
implemented automatically by the tool from the ACT ONE specification) and buffering 
are functionalities a.ccomplished before yielding control to the LTS9 ma.chine. Functions 
called by the default annotation pass on each experiment-offer the converted primitive to 
the implemented behavioral automaton . 

Gate LLC_extern is the result of a trade-off between formal specification and hand coded 
implementation. As shown in figure 4 the LLC module after a.ctivation is composed of 
the interleaving of equal SAP componenta parameterized by a SAP address, ea.ch creating 
dynamically equal connection componenta with a distinguished llcei value (remote pair 
MAC-SAP addresses). In order to avoid the evaluation of costly guarded-expressions 
or selection-predicates, the specification offer to the environment value-expressions and 
exclamation symbols for the first two experiment-offers preventing ( due to the semantics 
and syntax of TOPO annotations) direct use of the default annotation on the original 
specification LLC.Jn gate. So, the environment process llcinterfaceJn does also a sort of 
demultiplexing for in put primitives. 

The TOPO C annotation place after an action denotation allows the environment to 
pick up on the arra.y success the successful synchronization values in order to carry out 
the inverse data types conversion done by the LLC_input function 

In spite that the LTS machine created by TOPO has its own scheduler it is necessary to 

8rpcgen is a protocol compiler from SUN Microsystems 
9LTS stands for Labeled Transition System 
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integrate on this the environment. Therefore, the main loop permits the LTS to progress 
step by step interleaving between them a single call to select to receive clients requests 
which the RPCs server skeletons decode. Since both the RELA Y and the LLC bear 
multiple connections, RPCs used between those entities are asynchronous by means of 
the call-back technique. As time is not yet supported in LOTOS, the specification only 
starts timeout and receives timeout expiration which is hand-code implemented using 
periodically generated signal catching. 

The automatically generated and hand-written code linked together with the RPCs and 
TOPO libraries produce the executable version of each module. 

5.2. SDL 
The SDL code generator, SDT, implementa an SDL machine, and offers some envi

ronment functions for environment interaction by sending and receiving signals in asyn
chronous mode. The compiler has system execution control in an endless loop, and the 
only way of interaction are the environment functions that it offers and calls. As far as 
data are concemed, it offers severa! possibilities for abstract data types signature repre
sentation, although semantic implementation has to be done by hand, following the basic 
operations naming rules (creation, equality, etc.). 

Besides the adaptation problem between different abstract data types representations, 
synchronous communications offered by RPC had to be implemented on top of asyn
chronous interface of the generated code. In the specification, synchronous calls were 
unfolded in two asynchronous signals of the SDL system. When implementing, associa
tion among RPC calls and the SDL system signals had to be solved, and also had to be 
solved the execution control transfer problem from the RPC server to the SDL system. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The successful use of FDTs at industrial scale strongly depends on the integration 
of such techniques and associated tools with more conventional software development 
methods. The consolidation of emerging technologies such as object orientation and 
distributed processing will be key factors in future developments and in this paper we 
have described our experiences in adapting LOTOS and SDL to them. 

The development of an interworking unit between LANs and X.25 networks has been our 
vehicle to explore this integration. The main lessons we have learned can be summarized 
as follows: 

- satisfying non-functional requirements (i.e. performance) is only possible by means 
of heterogeneous implementations in which FDT based componenta coexist with 
non-FDT components. It also forces the use of implementation oriented styles in 
the specifications (i.e. finite state machines). 

- the use of interface description languages, in particular RPCL/XDR, has proved 
to be quite valuable in achieving interoperability and interchangeability between 
heterogeneous components. We have presented a possible solution to offer this type 
of interfaces in LOTOS or SDL componenta. It consists in mapping the interfaces 
of a subsystem into a LOTOS or SDL skeleton of the specification, as well, as the 
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development of specification adaptors similar to RPC stubs. We envision that tools 
to automate this adaptation process will be available in the near future. Also, 
emerging distributed processing technologies such as CORBA will have an impact 
on interface description languages. 

- the implementation effort to adapt the automatically generated code from a LO
TOS or SDL specification to the target execution environment (i.e. a distributed 
processing environment) cannot be neglected. The availability of libraries and tool 
support for the automatic generation of adaptation code would greatly reduce the 
effort. 

- A good integration of LOTOS and SDL to object oriented methods cannot be 
achieved until both FDTs give better support to the object orientation paradigm. 
Our approach of extending the OMT method to allow describing the dynamic model 
of the system componenta in LOTOS or SDL during the design phase can be re
garded as a pragmatic decision. We expect that OSDL will facilitate this integration. 
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